HOW TO CREATE A MULTI-CACHE ?
A guideline

I. What is a multi-cache ?
Adapted from https://www.geocaching.com/blog/2015/06/how-to-find-a-multi-cache/
a) definition and symbol
Multi-Caches involve two or more locations, with the final location being a physical container with
a logbook inside.
There are many variations to this idea, but typically you’ll
visit at least two locations, or stages, to collect the
information you’ll need to find the physical geocache
container at the last stage.
The interest is that if the place you want to use is already full of existing physical caches, you can
create another trail on top of that !

For example here in Orange, we didn’t have
much choice if we wanted to create a trail in the
city center (the center of each 120m-ray is a
box)

b) Finding a multi-cache
The best way to understand the ins and outs of creating a multi-cache is testing one !
The spot where the Multi-Cache is shown on the map is the first set of coordinates, or the first
“stage” of the Multi-Cache. Rather than finding the geocache container at this spot, you’ll have to
figure out where the second stage or collect a piece of information that will help you find the final

location of the geocache. How this is accomplished will vary from geocache to geocache, but these
are a few common ways it’s done:

The geocache owner may ask
you to find a number, word,
or other clue, which you’ll
need to write down before
moving to the next stage.

Example: The second number
on the plaque at this location is
the ‘X’ in the final coordinates
of the cache: N 47° 37.38X W
122° 19.197

You may find the coordinates
for the next stage of the
Multi-Cache hidden
somewhere at the first stage.

Example: A sticker with the
coordinates printed on it and
hidden somewhere at this
location.

The geocache owner may
provide the
incomplete coordinates for
the second stage in the cache
description. You might then
be required to count
something at the first stage to
fill in the blanks.

Example: Count the number of
flags in front of the UN
building to find the ‘X’ in the
set of coordinates for the next
stage: N 45° 29.468X W 114°
23.1543

Once you’ve collected the information required at the first stage, you can move on to the next stage.
Enter the coordinates for the next stages into your GPS, or if you’re using one of the geocaching
apps, use the app to add a waypoint to the geocache and navigate to that.
If the second set of coordinates is not the final location of the geocache, you’ll again need to
accomplish a task such as the ones described above.
Since a Multi-Cache has at least two stages, the second stage could be the final location of the
geocache, where you’ll find the physical cache container. If that’s the case, you can sign the
logbook!

II. How to create your own multi-cache ?
a) prep work :
You need first to decide how many steps there will be, and decide what is your first cache and what
will be your final cache !
For a multi-cache, you can use VIRTUAL caches : you create a point with coordinates that will be
your first step, it will show on the map but there will be no box ! In this case, the interest lies in
observing your surroundings to answer the questions or pick out some numbers to fill in the
coordinates for the next point.
The only cache which needs to be real is your final cache. So you need to check that the final cache
can be placed and that there is no other caches around. (160 m rule)
Then you need to go on the sites and decide what you want people to look for. The information can
be a number (as in the examples above) or an enigma with a multiple choice question, and yo can
use an external tool called certitude to check the answers of the geocacheurs, and give them the next
point.
My advice is to start from the end (= the final cache) and go back to the beginning + have a pen and
take some photos on site in order to write down the right coordinates and information on each step
of the way + spoilers if necessary
- Then you need to write down the description and the enigmas of each of the steps on a separate
paper. Do not create the geocache before you are 100 % sure that the description bears no mistake.
Otherwise you will have to modify it in html (not practical)
b) The creation of the cache on the website

A – TYPE AND LOCATION
STEP 1 -click at the top on « geocaches and SUBMIT a NEW GEOCACHE (or play → hide a
cache)

STEP 2-Then you need to create the cache : click on continue or search by address if you need to

STEP 3- You will have to select the type of cache and as you click on it, a menu with details and
description will appear :

→ Note that for stage 1 you can create a physical or virtual cache. Only the final cache needs to be
physical (=real)
→ enter the coordinates of your first and final cache (be careful with degrees minutes etc → google
maps uses a different system, that’s why we advise taking the coordinates on site)

EXEMPLE : (I am re-creating the history trail from Orange)
!! Make sure you click on « virtual cache » if your strating point isn’t far from an existing cache,
otherwise you will not be allowed to create the cache : (ex of error message)

Now you can add your different steps with the different coordinates :

For each step, you need to specify the coordinates, add a SHORT description if you wish to (it will
be visible at the end of the cache description on the webpage) and MOST IMPORTANTLY select
the visibility (see below) → visible (if you want the trail to appear and want the geocachers to have
the coordinates of all the caches from the start) or hide the coordinates/or the stage, and they will
need clues on the site to get the missing coordinates (more challenging).

Note that the description you provide here must be very short, and is not the one with the
enigmas to solve etc. (that’s why I just wrote the location and stage)

B - WAYPOINTS
Once this is done, you need to select what characterises your cache for example if you want to add a
parking lot where it is practical to park the car, or an interest point not to miss…

C – DESCRIPTION
STEP 1 - Here you will paste what you have prepared in advance on a separate word file

IMPORTANT : while pasting the file, you will see that the images seem to be pasted on the
description too. Actually they are not ! They will disappear when you click on continue
You need to upload them on the website geocaching.com (see later on how to put a picture /
how to insert a certitude or a geocheck)

Once you have inserted a description (how does the multi work / what is there to look for – see
above) + a description of each step and their enigmas to solve + a Link to the solutions (you
can also add it on the html page afterwards) so that geocacheurs may check they have the
right destination and do not have to walk for 2 miles before realising they didn’t have the
right answer

→ then and only then you can click on continue ! (actually the summary has to be 500
characters max, I had to move it to the description part)

You can also add hints at that stage.

Step 2 – tick the boxes corresponding to your multi cache’s characteristics (the size of the cache
applies to the final cache)

NOTE that if difficulty is superior to 2.5, the multi will only be accessible to premium members

STEP 3 – Now you’re almost done : write to the reviewer (a person you want to be nice and polite
with, because he’ll validate your cache.) You will explain precisely what your container is, where
exactly it is located.

D – ADDING PICTURES, EDITING the CACHE and CREATING
SOLUTIONS TO BE CHECKED
1 – Add a picture

step 1 - Now if you want to add a picture, you need to upload one on your account

upload it

step 2 - COPY the link of the file

step 3 -then on the description, where you want to edit it insert :
<img src="LINK OF THE IMAGE">

Step 4 - THEN submit changes and VIEW geocache (at the top) to check that it worked !

2– Editing the page
Here is what happens if you want to edit the page ; It is still manageable to add details, as you can
see, bu tnot user-friendly.

3- Add a certifiable/checkable solution
→ example : for stage 1 :
The Triumphal Arch:
Built on the Agrippa’s way which connected Arles to Lyon between 30 and 20 B.C. This huge arch stands for the
power of Rome and the fondation of the colony of Orange. At this time, it served as the entrance door to the city.
1. On the South façade, at the right, which objects are represented ?
a) trophees
b)coats of arms
c)masks
2. On the North façade, a scene of battle is represented on the second bay. Which type of battle is it ?
a)naval
b)air
c)terrestrial
3. What order do the columns belong to ?
a)Corinthian
b)Ionic
c)Doric

→ The correct answer is 1a2a3b
To enable the geocacher to check his answer and give him access to the 2nd stage of the multicache, you need to go on www.certitude.org :

1) you need to log in with your geocaching user name (you only need to click on allow to
continue) :

2) When you have done so, you need to say for which CACHE you need a « solution » to certify
→ the number of the cache is there

3) Then you can enter the answer, and the coordinates in the box below (bonus info) so that they
may appear when the geocacher has found the right solution.

4) YOU then click on create certifiable solution and you will obtain a htlm code like this one :

5) COPY this code and paste it on the htlm page of the description of your cache, wherever you
want it to appear, and click on « submit changes » (tick yes to the 2 boxes above) + click on « view
geocache »,
and here is the
result :

6) NOW some HINTS and TRICKS :
CERTITUDE enables you to create ONE solution for ONE cache (the cache is spotted thanks to its
code)
If you need to create several enigmas for one multicache with several codes, the trick is to create
fake geocaches (do not submit them for publication) and use their code name to create the solution.
In the end, it only serves to create a link that you will insert in your description, so the name or code
of the geocache doesn’t matter.

If you want to check coordinates, the same type of website exists, it is :
http://geocheck.org/index.php
→ the principle is the same, even if the interface is a little bit different.

Now you know it all !

Keep calm and geocache on…;)

